Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction

READY FOR YOUR NEXT GREAT NOVEL?

CHECK OUT THESE
24 Award-Winning Titles
TOMMY ORANGE
There There

GEORGE SAUNDERS
Lincoln in the Bardo

ZADIE SMITH
Swing Time

ESI EDUGYAN
Washington Black

JESMYN WARD
Sing, Unburied, Sing

MICHAEL CHABON
Moonglow

REBECCA MAKKAI
The Great Believers

JENNIFER EGAN
Manhattan Beach

COLSON WHITEHEAD
The Underground Railroad

JENNIFER WARD
Sing, Unburied, Sing

GEORGE SAUNDERS
Lincoln in the Bardo

ZADIE SMITH
Swing Time
ABOUT THE AWARD

The Andrew Carnegie Medal for Excellence in Fiction recognizes the best fiction books for adult readers in the U.S. The Medals are awarded by the American Library Association and reflect the expert judgment and insight of library professionals who work closely with adult readers.

The Medals are made possible, in part, by a grant from Carnegie Corporation of New York in recognition of Andrew Carnegie’s deep belief in the power of books and learning to change the world, and are co-sponsored by ALA’s Booklist and the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA).